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From Forgeries To Frauds   By Fred Taylor 
 
 

 
 
The envelope illustrated was purchased over 40 years ago from a local 
society exchange packet. The reason for the purchase was the violet 
'RETURN TO SENDER' cachet (the cachet is actually stronger than  
shown). Later scrutiny of the 'stamp' however revealed it was a fraud  
having been made up of pieces of two stamps. 
 
Several similar cacheted items had been bought at the same time and one  
of them had triggered the closer look at all the cacheted covers. The first  
to be examined appeared to show the Queen with two mouths!!  
Examination with a magnifying glass soon revealed the reason for the  
two mouths. The 3d 'stamp' had been made from uncancelled halves of  
two different stamps but the parts had not been perfectly matched. 
 
The 4d stamp on this illustrated cover was an even worse fake. The  
fraudster had cut a circular part of one stamp, thus removing the  
postmark, and then cut an uncancelled piece to fit. The larger part was  
from a non-phosphor 4d stamp whereas the added piece was taken from a 
phosphor lined PERFINNED stamp!! 
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It is believed the fraudster's daughter had the responsibility of taking her 
employer's daily post with the appropriate amount of petty cash at the  
end of the day. She was taking the mail home where her father was  
applied his fakes and pocketed the petty cash. The fraud would never  
have come to light had some of the envelopes not been returned to the  
firm. The fraudster obviously had asked his daughter to bring home any 
envelopes with extra markings. These he put into the philatelic society 
exchange packet without realising some of them bore his fakes. 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS   Jeff Turnbull 

 
At last the "Stampshow 2000" booklet is on sale. This 71 page, A4 size, 
metal comb bound book has the original 64 page display which provoked 
many appreciative comments from the philatelic public at Stampshow  
2000. Roy Gault has added extra pages of additional valuable perfin 
information. The whole is in colour, which shows the material to  
advantage. 
 
Roy Gault has painstakingly produced all the copies on his colour copier  
and when 1 say that each page takes 6 minutes to copy, you can  
appreciate how much time and effort have gone into this labour of love.  
This book is a must for anyone who is a serious collector of perfin  
material. It gives a thumb-nail sketch of almost every aspect of the  
hobby. Orders from Jeff Tumbull as usual. 
 
Prices are:- Home £18; Europe/World by Sea £19; Rest of World  
Airmail £21-50p. These prices include P & P. 
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